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Abstract
The importance of a data exchanging culture accompanied by a supporting bioinformatic
system is widely praised as an aid to sustainable development. Yet this is not always
implemented as a top-down procedure in every governing environment. Common
obstacles include lack of resources, lack of support from decision-makers, and lack of
recognition from data-providers. Using citizen science (hereafter CS), which assumes a
spirit of public information sharing, we demonstrate how CS can be a critical tool to help
database managers overcome this difficulty.
CS data contributes to impressively over 70% of the currently 4.5 million openly distributed
occurrence data in Taiwan. Although CS projects emerged much earlier in a few taxa, such
as Aves and Anura, CS was unknown to the wider public and politicians in the region until
2009. This was probably due to the combination of the popularity of social media and
improvements to wifi connections, which brought discoveries and impacts of CS data to the
news spotlight. Such cases include roadkill projects that aided rabies-outbreak control, and
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amateur bird records that helped downscale the conflict between solar energy deployment
and migratory wetland bird conservation. These cases also created feedback on the call for
more data to be open, an effect that was prominent from project managers in other CS
communities, the previously reluctant expert researcher communities, and even placed
pressure on data policy of several conservation agencies which previously were not
supportive of open data.
The inclusion of CS programs is also critical in forming alliances between agencies that
were responsible for promoting and building the biodiversity informatics system. Previously,
financial and human resources for such systems are split across agencies. However, in
terms of building up a cutting edge biodiversity information service platform, or
empowerment of human resources to handle the rapidly growing amount of data, joint
partnerships across government agencies is then necessary. CS brings the spotlight of
government efforts to the people, which is an important strategy to maintain support from
top decision-makers and politicians, who mostly rely on public votes in a democratic
society. Currently, the national node of the Global Biodiversity Information Facility in
Taiwan, the administration for conservation in Taiwan, and the main biodiversity
consultancy in Taiwan have teamed up, answering the call for sharing data for a better
future.
As a tribute to the CS projects, a biodiversity informatics system named Taiwan
Biodiversity Network, is now enhancing its ability as a platform to promote data usage and
provide technical aid to CS programs. Data visualization projects such as “Coldspots”
pointed out regions that lack data, which can be used to decide where to focus efforts for
the next field surveys. Online CS data platforms, such as Taiwan Reptile Report Program,
are also working to ease the previously intensive efforts that project managers needed to
contribute to run event-based monitoring. Combined, these developments form a cultural
and technical basis for the implementation of multi-taxa atlas projects, which was made
possible by the mainstreaming of open data culture and biodiversity awareness through
citizen science projects.
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